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Lesson 4:
What is Clinical Pain,
Really?
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Key Objectives: Critically assess measurement of pain intensity, its theoretical basis,
and its relationship to the experience of clinical pain.

After this module, you will be able to:
•

Describe psychometric biases in how pain scales are constructed.

•

Discuss potential sources of bias in how a person recalls pain.

•

Evaluate how to select pain scales that fit your treatment goals.

Impact on Your Practice:
•

Appreciate that all measures of pain are reductionistic.

•

Consider pain timing and variability in your assessment of clinical pain.

•

Streamline how you inquire about a patient’s pain to fit the intervention/goal.

Recall the nociception-pain distinction
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What%is%nociception?

What%is%pain?%

Detection%of%intense%thermal,%
mechanical,%or%chemical
stimuli%by%primary%afferent%
sensory%neurons.

An%unpleasant%sensory%
and%emotional%experience
associated%with%actual%or%
potential%tissue%damage,
or%described%in%terms%of%
such%damage.

Nociception%may%not%lead%to%pain.
Pain%may%not%require%nociception.

Pain is multidimensional
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Pain is a primary reinforcer,
This means that pain is inherently aversive and we naturally perform actions
(e.g., guarding, withdrawal, avoidance) to reduce likelihood of it re-occurring.
Pain is an aversive experience, so it is fundamentally sensory AND emotional.

Different Types of Pain, Different Mechanisms
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Inflammatory
Nociceptive

Neuropathic
Functional

Acute Pain

Chronic Pain

is not ONE type of pain.

is not ONE type of pain.

Pain measurement
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Previously proposed criteria for an optimal measure of pain:
(1) Accurate: represents a person’s unique experience of pain.
(2) Valid: captures the intended aspect of a multi-dimensional experience.
(3) Reliable: exhibits consistent measurements across time.
(4) Versatile: applicable to acute and chronic pain.
(5) Clinically meaningful: useful proxy for treatment success.

All measures of pain fail to meet one or more of these criteria.

Optimal way to measure pain?
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A unidimensional perspective of pain (self-reported pain intensity) is most commonly used
in research and clinical practice. We can all agree that reducing the pain experience to a single
“intensity” dimension is overly simplistic. However it’s easy, flexible, and broadly accurate.
Pain intensity can be measured with an ordinal scale (using numbers or verbal descriptors to approximate
increasing levels of pain) or with a continuous scale. Pain ratings are most reliable when a person
is told that the lowest rating is “no pain” and the highest rating is the “worst pain imaginable.”

Pain Intensity
• Low accuracy
• Low validity
• High reliability
• High versatility
• Moderate clinical relevance

Figure adapted from
Heller, Manuguerra, & Chow, 2016
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The State of the Art
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Self-report is the gold-standard measure of pain
because pain is a subjective state of consciousness.
Pain intensity is the most common patient reported
outcome (PRO) measure in the clinical and research
settings. Therefore, our standards for evidence-based
medicine, our reliance on randomized controlled trials,
and the resulting clinical practice guidelines are all
based on data that reduces a multi-dimensional
concept to a single dimension.
Pain intensity-based science/research suffers from:
• Poor content validity (fails to measure intended construct)
• Poor external validity (fails to generalize across settings)
• Poor ecological validity (fails to capture to real world pain)

In fact, any external measure of pain will fail
to capture a person’s unique pain experience.

“Tell me about
your pain.”

Everything hurts.
I can’t escape it.
It wakes me up at night.
I can’t see the end of it.
I don’t know who I am anymore.

“Eight.”
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Making peace with reductionism
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The study of pain can never be truly objective because
a person’s unique pain experience, or pain qualia, is
fundamentally inaccessible to others.
Therefore any formal study of pain relies on models,
or approximations, of pain.

Every way we measure pain—self-report, exams,
questionnaires, sensory testing, brain imaging, etc.—

is based on our models of pain, not pain itself.
By definition, models simplify more complex phenomena.
They always differ from the phenomena they represent.
Even if all models are wrong, they can still be useful.

“Tell me about
your pain.”

Everything hurts.
I can’t escape it.
It wakes me up at night.
I can’t see the end of it.
I don’t know who I am anymore.

“Eight.”

Optimal way to measure pain?
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Numeric Rating Scale

The two most common measures of pain intensity include:
(1) Numeric Rating Scale (NRS)
Selection of a number between 0-10 representing pain intensity.

(2) Visual Analog Scale (VAS)
A continuous straight line is bound by a minimum value (0) and a maximum
value (100). A point on the line is selected to represent pain intensity, and its
physical distance from 0 is the patient-reported measure of pain intensity.
Visual Analog Scale

The VAS has slightly better psychometric properties than the NRS,
but they yield similar estimates of pain intensity. Reliability can be
maximized by defining the minimum and maximum values as
“no pain” and “worst pain imaginable,” respectively.
However, these simplistic measures of pain can fall short on many of the
preferred criteria for pain measurement (e.g., accuracy, validity, reliability,
versatility, clinical relevance).
Figures adapted from Heller, Manuguerra, & Chow, 2016
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Measuring clinical pain
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These line graphs show changes in
self-reported CLINICAL PAIN over
8 minutes using a device that
measures continuous VAS.

Chronic Low Back Pain (n=5)

Urological Pelvic Pain (n=11)

No noxious stimuli were applied
during these ratings. These are
spontaneous (unprovoked)
ratings of chronic pain intensity.
But if you asked these patients to
report their current pain levels, they
would give you a single number that
fails to capture this gorgeous
variability in pain over time.

Time (min)

Postherpetic Neuralgia (n=5)

Time (min)

Erythromelalgia (n=1)

This is clinical pain.
Most clinical research claims to
measure clinical pain by using
noxious stimuli that have little
to do with a person’s chronic pain.

Time (min)

Time (min)

Data adapted from Farmer et al 2011; Foss et al 2006; Geha et al 2007, 2018

What does clinical pain variability mean?
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The significance of 3 general patterns in pain variability:
1. Spontaneous (unprovoked) pain may fluctuate or be stable over time
Significance
Limited external impact on nociception implies that it is maintained independent of environment
-CNS-focused treatments are indicated
-PNS treatments have less potential for improvement but may still be useful
for reducing fear of movement, enhancing self-efficacy, etc.
Some clinical examples
Neuropathic pain, postherpetic neuralgia, chronic low back pain (with and without radiculopathy)
Try to rule out symptoms that can be confused with spontaneous pain:
a) Inflammatory pain (e.g., osteoarthritis, early post-surgical pain, potentially “flare” related pain)
b) Delayed onset of visceral pain (e.g., post-ejaculation pain, abdominal pain lasting hours after a meal)
c) Residual “aftersensation” pain induced by central sensitization
(e.g., a previous stimulus triggered aftersensations that outlasted provocation)

What does clinical pain variability mean?
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The significance of 3 general patterns in pain variability:
2. Provoked pain coincides with activity or application of stimuli
Significance
Changes in nociceptive signals imply greater plasticity and potential for improvement.
Nociception is responsive to environment & somatosensory pathways are intact.
Clinical examples
Vulvodynia, osteoarthritis
- Gary Bennett has argued that some “spontaneous” pain may actually be
provoked, with the body’s immune responses providing stimulation.
For example, body’s inflammatory cytokines ARE stimuli that can mediate pain,
and bacteria ARE stimuli that can mediate nociception.
Access paper at: https://sci-hub.tw/10.1016/j.jpain.2012.05.008
Try to identify:
a) Specific activities that reliably trigger pain (quantify % time the activity is painful & intensity).
b) Presence of pain with normal stimulation (allodynia) or increased pain with nociceptive stimulation (hyperalgesia).
c) Pressure (not heat) pain with normal stimulation-–especially moving touch—may indicate central sensitization
(intricacies of central sensitization and related symptoms are explored in another lesson).

What does clinical pain variability mean?
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The significance of 3 general patterns in pain variability:
3. Provoked AND spontaneous pain
Significance
Two or more distinct mechanisms may be at play.
Nociception is responsive to the environment and afferent somatosensory pathways are intact;
however spontaneous pain may be maintained by spinal and/or brain mechanisms.
Clinical examples
Chronic pelvic pain syndrome, complex regional pain syndrome, phantom limb pain, etc

Try to differentiate:
a) Peripheral stimulus-related pain, including body functions (urination, defecation, digestion)
(e.g., post-ejaculatory pain, abdominal pain lasting hours after a meal)
b) Symptoms that indicate augmented spinal processing
(e.g., a previous stimulus triggered aftersensations that outlasted provocation)
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A thought experiment…
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What about clinical relevance?

Continuous Ratings of Low Back Pain

Would you change your assessment
or treatment strategies if you knew
a patient’s pain fluctuated like this?

Patients’
VAS scores:

78 / 100
62 / 100
44 / 100

Why or why not?

24 / 100

Is there data to support your answer?
If not, what kind of data would be
needed to figure this out?

8 / 100
Time (min)

Data adapted from Foss et al 2006
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Case Example: Afrony (Male, 24 yo)
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Average pain (42/100) doesn’t reflect highly
variable pain levels. Therefore, standard deviation
(a measure of variability) and peak pain may be
more appropriate measures of his pain.

A Day of Afrony’s Ratings
of Low Back Pain

*Variability in pain perception is biologically significant
because it tracks with neural gamma oscillations:
(https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/116/5/1782.full.pdf)
*Pain variability may have implications for treatment response-Chronic pain patients (fibromyalgia) with high variable pain
were more likely to respond to placebo:
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/art.21407
*Occurrence of “flares” related to pain intensity
https://bmcmusculoskeletdisord.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/14712474-12-220

One hypothesis: Afrony’s treatment success may be
measured as reduced standard deviation of pain
levels, compared to baseline. HOWEVER, this may
or may not be consistent with his perception of
how his pain has changed. Why not? READ ON!

Hours

Is Pain Recall Accurate?
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The Apkarian group recently published an
intriguing paper on recall bias in chronic pain.
In this study, a group of chronic low back pain
patients used their smartphones to rate pain
intensity each day. They also attended study
visits twice a month for 3 months, as part of a
larger study on placebo treatment.
The investigators learned that many patients
did not accurately recall the daily pain levels they
dutifully rated over 3 months.
> 70% of patients recalled 20% more intense
pain than they reported on their smartphones.
This recall bias persisted many months after
study completion.
(Berger, Vachon-Presseau, Abdullah, Baria, Schnitzer, & Apkarian, 2018)
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What Pain is Recalled?
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1. Peak pain intensity during the preceding reporting period;
2. The most recent pain intensity; and
3. 50% of variance in pain memory was explained by peak pain, average pain, and
most recent mood ratings.

(Berger, Vachon-Presseau, Abdullah, Baria, Schnitzer, & Apkarian, 2018)

Pain Recall follows the Peak-End Rule
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Kahneman, Frederickson, Schreiber, and Redelmeier, 1993

How can I use this information?
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Targeting PEAK PAIN may moderate future pain recall
1. Reduce the magnitude of a patient’s peak pain
a) Determine the maximum pain level in the previous week or month (e.g., 7/10)
b) Identify cues that often precede escalating pain
• internal body-related cues (e.g., specific sensations, increasing heart rate, nausea)
• external cues (e.g., stress, visiting the in-laws, moving day, mowing the lawn)
c) Co-create a coping plan that the patient enacts when s/he recognizes pain cues
e.g., taking ibuprofen before pain is at its worst)
e.g., practice realistic appraisal of pain intensity by reducing catastrophizing thoughts

2. Limit the overall variability of pain, which may indirectly reduce peak pain:
a) Emphasize pacing of activities (e.g., before a busy weekend, ensure 2 days rest after PT session)
b) Increase a patient’s awareness of their thresholds (e.g., what is the point of no return?)
c) Prevent rapid rise in sympathetic nervous response (which can amplify escalating pain)
through daily efforts to reduce stress. (e.g., relaxation, mindfulness, enjoying the moment)
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Where these lessons are headed…
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• Provoked functional pain;
Marie-Andrée is a 19 year old student with
potentially visceral pain referral
diffuse pelvic pain that reliably increases
with bowel movements. Pain began spontaneously
• Unknown cause
1 year prior. No physical findings explain her pain, and
• Not likely inflammatory
she has minimal response to NSAIDs and topical steroids. • Maybe C-fiber nociceptors that
She reports burning pressure pain when she engages
co-express TRPV1 and P2X3?
in vaginal intercourse that can last hours afterward. After
(may be susceptible to capsaicin with lidocaine)
attending a physical therapy retreat, she religiously
• Aftersensations
palpates anal and vaginal tender points every morning
(consistent with central sensitization)
to release painful tension. Stress, wearing tight pants,
walking, and weight-bearing increase pain; relaxation & • Dynamic mechanical allodynia
(consistent with central sensitization)
pelvic floor physical therapy transiently relieve pain.
•
•

Dyspareunia
(Genito-Pelvic Pain Penetration Disorder)

•

Psychological impact

Pelvic floor involvement

Major concepts to take with you…
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All outcome measures of pain are reductionistic
•

A patient’s self-reported pain is the gold standard

•

All measures of pain fail to meet one or more of the following criteria:
–

Accuracy, Validity, Reliability, Versatility, Clinical Relevance

•

Commonly used pain scales don’t capture variability of clinical pain

•

Optimal measure of pain depends on your question!

Recollection of clinical pain intensity can be biased, but does it matter?
•

Self-reported clinical pain varies based on the reporting window (e.g., in last week, last month)

•

Recalled pain reflects: maximum pain intensity, most recent pain, and most recent mood

•

Optimizing assessment of:
–

Treatment efficacy: pain measures with minimal recall (e.g., daily phone ratings)

–

Treatment satisfaction and impact of pain: recall-based pain measures
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